
INSTRUCTIONS ON HOW TO PLAY: I HAVE, WHO HAS…? 
 
*(see cards at bottom of lesson). Below there are 18 cards that have the cultural 
items heard in the clip above. Each student will get a card, if there are not enough 
cards, pair up some students, and if there are too many feel free to give some 
students two.  
 
It doesn't matter who you start with, as the game comes full circle: 
  

a. Pick a student to start 
b. Have that student read the first line, I HAVE ___ and say what the 

picture is in English.  
c. Ask the class to repeat the word the student said.  
d. Then the student reads the second line, WHO HAS__ (TIP: to make it 

a bit easier, use a document camera and show the cards as you go)  
e. The students check to see what they have, the student with the card 

that matches, stands up and repeats step a.  
f. This continues until all the cards are read.  

 
You can play this as many times as you like! Shuffling the cards and giving 
students new cards to work with! You can remind them that they need three words 
in their pockets by the end of the lesson, so to try and really listen to the students 
around them. As they get better you can even time them to see how fast the puzzle 
can be solved and see if you can beat the time!  
 
Please listen to the following Michif speaker list various Métis cultural items 
below in michif:  http://www.metismuseum.ca/resource.php/149521 
 
*please note, some of the words may differ from the speaker in the voice clip due 
to different dialects of Michif.  
All the Michif words below were taken from the michif heritage dictionary 
(http://www.metismuseum.ca/michif_dictionary.php) please go to this dictionary 
and click the yellow speaker icon beside each word to help you pronounce the 
Michif words in the game below.* 
 
 
 

http://www.metismuseum.ca/resource.php/149521
http://www.metismuseum.ca/michif_dictionary.php


 
 
 
 

 

I have aen wagon 

(red river cart) 

 

Who has 

sayncheur 

flayshii 

 

 

I have sayncheur 

flayshii 

(sash) 

 

Who has aen 

square dance  

 

    I have aen 

square dance 

(square dance) 

 

Who has daans 

roon 

 

I have daans 

roon 

(round dance) 

 

Who has daans 

di Michif 

 

I have daans di 

Michif  

(jig) 

 

Who has 

vyayloon 

 

 

 

I have vyayloon 

(fiddle) 

 

Who has 

mooshoom 



 

I have mooshoom 

(grandpa) 

Grandpa 
 

Who has maachii 

bufloo 

 

I have maachii bufloo 

(buffalo hunt) 

 

Who has 

noohkoom  

 

I have noohkoom  

(grandma) 

Grandma 

 

Who has 

kwashkwaypichikayhk  

I have 

kwashkwaypichikayhk 

(finishing)  

 

Who has tooroo 

I have tooroo 

(pemmican)  

 

Who has vyaand 

shaysh 

 

 

I have vyaand shaysh 

(dry meat) 

 

Who has 

mayshkootoona 

I have mayshkootoona 

(trader)  

 

Who has bufloo 

I have bufloo 

(buffalo) 

 

Who has kanoo 

I have kanoo 

(canoe)  

 

Who has lii 
raachet 



I have lii raachet 

(snowshoe)  

 

Who has aen chim di 

zhvoo  

I have aen chim di 

zhvoo 

(horse team) 

 

Who has li 

pwasoon 

I have li pwasoon 

(fish)  

 

Who has aen 

wagon 

 


